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THE BOOK OF ALL THE DEAD
a film cycle by Bruce Elder

(1975 to 1988, color/black and white,
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Both as artist and critic, Bruce Elder is a
leading figure of Canadian avant-garde cinema. But
to set Elder exclusively in Canadian film is to limit
the scope of his accomplishment as a film artist.
Now arrayed in a massive cycle of films, called Ihe
Book of All the Dead, his productions for the past
decade (corresponding to Elder's thirties) are more
ambitious and demanding than those made by any
other North American film artist during the same
period. Indeed, Elder may well be the last avantgarde film-maker anywhere possessing the
emotional and intellectual resources to sustain
work as intense as the triptych with which he has
concluded his unfinished film cycle: Illuminated
Texts (1982), Lamentations (1985) and
Consolations (I988).
These films cannot be understood without an
awareness of the degree to which Elder has
continued a very hectic and, in the 1980's, utterly
unfashionable conception of avant-garde filmmaking. That conception was formed during the
1960's and the early 1970's, by the "visionary
film" artists like Stan Brakhage, Gregory
Markopoulos, Harry Smith, and a bit later, Michael
Snow and Hollis Frampton. Despite their myriad
individual differences, these film-makers shared an
ambition for the extended film cycle that would
exhaustively bring an entire imaginative world into
cinema. Brakhage's The Book of Film, Smith's
Heaaen and Earth Magic, Snow's Rameau's
Nephew and especially Frampton's never
completed cosmological cycle, Magellan, express
the most expansive aspirations of cinema's avantgarde tradition.
Beginning even with its title, The Book of All
the Dead is a cycle marked by a full awareness that
Elder is a "belated" artist, as critic Michael
Dorland has remarked. The energies of the thencalled New American Cinema were waning in the
early seventies when Elder was still a graduate
philosophy student at the University of Toronto
just faintly aware of experimental cinema. By the
time Elder launched himself into the major phase
of his film-making with The Art of Worldly Wisdom,
in 1979, the avant-garde's weariness has faded into
exhaustion. Viewers' interest dispersed and the
artists were disillusioned. The films themselves
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were increasingly institutionalized in galleries and
universities and, in some sectors of film culture,
the avant-garde was assigned the subservient
position of handmaiden to academic film theory.
A combatative and formidable critic, Elder
entered this situation as a defender of at least
the Canadian avant-garde as an integral aesthetic of
cinema. He insisted that experimental cinema
could meet film theory on its own ground without
being its servant. As film-maker, Elder likewise
assumed the duties of heir to the "visionary film"
tradition. Through the 1980's he has played the
role of defender of a faith as both critic and artist
with great determination. However, the measure of

Elder's accomplishment as a film artist finally
little to do with his formidability or his

has

determination. Rather it concerns the "visionary
film" aspiration itself, and whether Elder's great
energy as an artist has enabled him to let it loose,
howeve-r "belatedly," on the screen once again.
Elder's earliest films includedin The Book of
All the Dead-BreathlLightlBirth (1975) and
Permutations and Combinatiorzs (1976), show
how quickly Elder became a refined, if academic
film-maker. Under the surface, however, what
happened with Elder proved more complex.
Together with his critical writings, Elder's early
films chart an apprenticeship which is peculiarly
dialectical. Under the influence not just of Snow's
films, but of Brakhage's as well, Elder sought a path
to his own project through an opposition he
perceived between these two masters of the avantgarde. The signals of that pathfinding are tiroadcast
with the differences between, for example, the
very rapid Brakhagian camera movements and
superimpositions of Breath/Light/ Birth and the
static set-ups of She Is Away.
In his essays, Elder properly understood Snow
and Brakhase in a polar relation. Going beyond the
American critic P. Adams Sitney's 'Visionary""structural" antinomies of form to describe
Brakhage and Snow in epistemological terms, Elder
tilted his argument toward the then-emergent
distinctions between modernist and postmodernist
aesthetics. He proposed an original interpretation
of Snow as a key forerunner of postmodernism,
claiming that, in rcappropriating the photographic
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dimension of cinema, Snow reintroduced the
dialectic of presence and absence that underlies
representation. Developed in the heyday of
Abstract Expressionism, Brakhage's modernist
cinema, in contrast, sought presence and purist
abstraction. Brakhage struggled to overturn the
photographic-representational base of film in the
service of the artist's manifest vision.
His interpretation of the dialectic between
these two artists of the sixties avant-garde cinema
opened the way for Elder to a very productive and
influential reading of Canadian experimental
cinema. It also enabled Elder to show filiations
between that cinema and other areas of Canadian
art and thought. Although all this began as part of
his self-education in film aesthetics in the 1970's,
Elder's critical labors led him to become the
leading theoretical writer on Canadian avant-garde
film during the eighties, yielding the seminal book
he completed during preparation of Consolations,
"Image and Identity."
But his early film-making and aesthetic
thinking, as academically productive and persuasive
as they were, lacked passion and force. Then, in
1977, Elder grew ill with a disease that shrank his
body and almost killed him. The first film reaction
to his survival could not have been more direct and
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passionate. LoohlWe Haue Come Through! (1978)
is a brief, rapidly edited, joyous dance in cinema. It
is also a powerful contrast to the technical exercise
Barbara Is A Vision of Loaeliness, his earlier dance
f1lrn. Look! We Haae Come Through! marks a new
start and, particularly, it initiates Elder's great

fascination with the body that runs throughout the
rest of the cycle.
Nonetheless, Look!We Haae Come Throueh! is
only a slender prelude to the series of cinematic
explosions Elder set off between 1979 and 1981.
These two years saw Elder release three films that
set him in quickening motion and sketched the
basic themes and techniques at the core of The
Book of All the Dead. These are The Art of
Worldy Wisdom, Sweet Loae Remembered and

1857 (Fool\ Gold).
Because it reaches a new level of daring and
thematic definition for Elder, The Art of Worldly
Wisdom should be considered to have initiated his
major phase. The film concerns the constitution of
the self and the vocation of the artist. These are
themes of romantic autobiography, and classic as
well, in experimental cinema. These themes,
however, are not worked out in the classic manner,
but under the ironic signs of their irnpossibility.
The title sequence, an elaborate homase to the
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Art of Worldly

Wisdom.

film-makers from whom Elder learned, is a veritable
essay on "an anxiety of influence." If Elder is
now ready to start "his own" film-making, that
hardly diminishes the shadow of the masters who
have preceded him. If anything, his critical studies
only throw those shadows over him further.
Thematically, too, the split screen images and
plural voices on the soundtrack deny the unity of
the self while many of the episodes call attention
to identity as a succession, or even superimposition
of roles-son, worker, teacher, pretentious twit,
movie fan and endangered tourist*at odds with the
epiphanic discovery of the romantic artist's soul.
Instead, Elder depicts himself, as a child of the age
of Bob Dylan, and a confused and scholastically
inept boy who grew up in the heavy industrial city
of Hamilton, Ontario.
The best he can manage for an artistic soul is
the anthology of images and texts woven into the
film. The discovered self of the artist is itself
composed, as it were, of "secondary sources," an
anxious barrage of quotations. If Elder as an artist
has come into a vision, he has come belatedly into
a learned vision. Yet, for all that this selfdeprecation in The Art of Worldly Wisdom, the
serious truth important to the whole cycle
emerges: that the self is produced by and in
history, and that the modern subject never finds
the substance of its being in self-possession or in
romantic transcendence. During the last segments,
when Elder shoots his wasted body naked in a
mirror during the later states of his disease, the
soundtrack joins these images to an anthology of
quotations (from modern essayists like Susan
Sontag and Walter Benjamin) concerning how the
self intensifies and concentrates in the anguish of
disease. If the artist has any seriousness, the
passage suggests, it will be gained in the suffering
of the body and a breaking of the spirit and not in
glorification of his sensitivity.
A comparatively slight but sumptuous film,
Sweet Loue Remembered comes immediately
before llluminated Texts. This is exactly right,
since that film develops the motif of the body in
concert with the motif of the natural landscape,
elaborating an edenic imagery of the body in
nature. Sr,oeet Loue Remembered is, then, a
gentle pastel-like sketch for the telling of the fall,
perhaps the most obsessive structural motif that
moves through the rest of the cycle.
The third film preceding Illuminated Texts,
1857 (Fool's Gold) (1981) is a miniature,
anticipating Elder's preoccupation with history.

Top: FrameEnlargement ftomThe Art of Worldly Wisdom (1979);
middle: Sueet Loae Remembered (1980); bottom: 1857 (Fool's
Gotd) (r98t).
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1857 (Fool\ Gold) also advances the artist's
positive interest in intertextuality, mirroring as a
strength the anxiety of influence that accompanies
the "secondary sources" in The.Art of Worldly
Wisdom. Here Elder absents his complex
deployment of quotations and allusions: of
mathematics as a key motif; of classical authors
(here Lucretius), that contrast the ancient and the
modern understandings of the world; and of strong
poets (here Ezra Pound, in anticipation of the large
role he plays in Consolations).
1857 (Fool's Gold) is a fiction that openly
pretends to be a history, by the simple expedient
of using Daniel Defoe's fictional Journal of the
Plague Years for its voice-over narrative text. The
pretended history indicates that Elder's deeper
concern is not with history as such, but its
representation. The film is dense and allusive.
The plurality of simultaneous interpretive activities
it obliges the viewer to perform in its tight
temporal span, and in the space of the single space
of its technically degraded (by optical printinf)
imagery, mark 1857 (Fool\ Gold) as postmodernist in the sense Elder develops when
discussing Snow.
Defoe's tournal of the Plague Years has a
simple "documentary" conceit: the author seems
to be reading over the shoulder of a plague
survivor. He is the first of Elder's several survivors
of historical disaster, to be succeeded by the
Holocaust victim in llluminated Texts, and the
survivor of the Nazi death camps in Consolations,
who are also represented by voice-overs reading
from found texts. 1857 (Fool's Gold)'s
mathematics, the quotes from Pound and from
Lucretius's De Rerum Naturam superimposed on
the heavily degraded imagery rhyme with the
logic of Defoe's narrative. It plots the plague
mathematically along a geometrical curve of
death. Because it "represents" the plague, the
curve can stand for a scientific representation
of nature and, as such, it makes a prototypical
modern gesture in the pathetic face of human
disaster. Moreover, the plague is not made by men,
afactunderscored by the quotations from
Lucretius, and so, the Defoe tells a history that
humans had to suffer but against which they could
not act. In these ways, 1857 (Fool's Gold) is a
miniature, a model for the representations of
history that appear in the trilogy of long films that
follow where history takes on a tragic inexorability.
The three hours of llluminated Texts cross a
border between experimental cinema's lyrical

poetry and Elder's own philosophical epic filmmaking. The film opens with a crochety bit of
drama. Playing Ionesco's mathematics professor
from The Lesson, Elder shouts at his student, "It
isn't enough to be able to integrate. You must be
able to disintegrate as well!" In the film that
follows, the fall into history follows that command
and the film takes on a kind of mathematical
inflection: it is a substraction machine that
calculates its own (though highly derivative)
system entropically to generate a trajectory which

plays out the logic of history.

Although it is an epic,Illuminated Texts is
the opposite of the long cosmological films of the
"visionary" avant-garde cinema. It is, in fact, an
anti-cosmological work. To use an expression of
Eric Voegelin, this film traces a trajectory through
"mythic differentiation" from a fullness image as
paradise to the point where human feeling and
modern reason utterly fall away from any
centering significance. Illuminated Texts is the
perfectly logical nightmare of technological
modernity. Elder's montage is rapid and the short,
moving-camera takes are assembled in quasimusical ways that progress through a parody of the
mathematical logic of set theory. In fact, Elder
programmed the image selection partly by
computer and running through the film is an
animated color chart that factors out the parody
of mathematics.
The montage sections of llluminated Texts are
much more highly wrought than anything Elder
has done previously. The construction of image/
voice/supertitle sets out images from the modern
world that are the consequences, or rather the
unraveling, of the abstract ideas expressed in the
super-texts. The film builds on a collision of
elements that works like aetiology, stories of how
things came to be remembered and named. But
Elder puts aetiology in reverse: his film is about
how things come to be forgotten and lose their
names. Instead, they are pulled into the
technological grid of modernity where the lunacy
of instrumental reason gives them its purpose.
The richness of the film is owed to a collision
of elements. On one side the conception of the film
is rooted in Sergei Eisenstein's theory of collisive
film montage. But on the other, there is Brakhage's
(self-)expressive camera movement, for Elder is
implicated everywhere in the film as the punctual
source of its vision. This visionary side of the work
is a reason it successfully seems like the waking
nightmare of history. Nevertheless, the enfolding
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Illuminated'Texts derives from

a

revision of Snow's structural films. No less than
Snow's Waaelength, the masterwork of structural
film, the shape of Elder's film is apparent from the
start. Yet-and here is his revision-that shape is
given not by some single gesture of cinema (for
Snow's film, the zoom) , but by the complicated
interplay of many elements. These articulate a
trajectory through historical time that Elder maps
onto Northrop Frye's typology of myths and their
biblical movement from paradise to apocalypse.
The color scheme of the filmic imagery and the
motif of the body, greatly developed since Sweet
Loue Remembered, are two ways this trajectory
operates. The images move from the colors of
spring and summer into icy blues of winter, from

tension threaten to pull llluminated Texts apart.
Meanwhile, the viewer struggles with the 'lertical"
complexity of Elder's montage to hold the film
together as an experience. Grasping the complex
system of llluminated Texts, in fact even gleaning
the audio-visual information is progressively more
difficult. However, the emotional effect of the film
can immediately be felt as a devastation.
It is important that Elder is not an aesthetic
hypocrite. He does not invite viewers into
Illuminated Te xts in order to see a cinematic
display of smooth assembly. Nor does he promote
viewers to masterful comprehension. Although

with this film Elder becomes an uncommonly
powerful and elegant film-maker, Illuminated
Texts enacts a powerful deprival at the level of the
the plenitude of the sea and rounded mountains to viewer's experience. The images appear in layered
the jagged-shaped cities and on to the final and
clusters and every cut denies the fullness of each
shot, just the opposite of continuity editing which
ruined industrial site soon to be recognized as a
seeks to ease the viewer across each cut by making
Nazi concentration camp. Woven into this
it invisible. At the same time, the bombardment of
progression of states and sites, and like it arcing
over the whole course of the film, are images of the words and voice-overs play havoc with one's
attention. Elder deliberately ensures that the
body which undergo parallel development. In
viewer
cannot hold the film, even moment to
paradise, the unity of subject and nature is
moment,
in a unified reception.
juxtaposition
expressed by the
of moving-camera
LamentationJ poses even greater difficulties for
close-ups of parts of the body and fluid pans over
the viewer, beginning with its eight-hour running
landscapes (and seascapes, too). The supertitles at
time and then deepening with Elder's exacerbation
this point are an anthology of poetry texts
of the audio-visual complexity of the sound/image/
recalling a mythic state of oneness.
Gradually these images give way to others that supertitle montage. Moreover, while the structure
of Lamentations, carried by the voice-over
acknowledge the presence of men, and later their
narrations
and a geographic progression of the
buildings and depredations, and the bodies appear
images,
seems
obvious at first, that shape proves to
whole and clothed and often busy with activity.
deceiver.
be
an
active
Dorland describes it as
Here the supertitles, and the new element of the
parenthetical"
and, on first
"enormously
voice-over, articulate the work of consciousness
impression,
Lamentatior?.r
seems
to be Elder's
as a process of separation. But, like the colors, this
Wake"
to
llluminated
Texts's
"Finnegan's
imagery and language evolve slowly as the film
"{.Ilysses," a huge and elaborate supplement.
grows more complex because other allusions and
However, that comparison is misleading because it
systems are added to the mix. As a result, the
rests on an over-valuation of llluminated Texts that
forward movement of the film is retarded. Yet, in
its maker does not share. It is not any desire to
contradiction to this, the rhythms of the montage
revisit his previous film that leads Elder to extend
that weave the ensemble become increasingly
it, but a pronounced dissatisfaction with where
insistent, and finally violent.
Illuminated Texts left the artist which makes
The film climaxes in actual fragmentation of
LamentutiotxJ a necessary movement of The Booh
the image itself, a virtuoso, but also extremely
of All the Dead.
savage, display of optical printing that shatters
The apocalyptic traiectory of llluminated
the image to a staccato of geometrical shapes,
Texts takes Elder to the end of histor); the film is
accompanied by a long sound loop of the
a brilliant working out of the logic of decaying
dreadful last prayer of a concentration camp
consciousness that starts with the first fall into
victim: "Is it Far?" this literal shattering has,
mythic differentiation and travels to the
however, Iong been coming. Elder's multiplication
disintegration of instrumental reason into madness.
of the film's subsystems, the constantly rising
That last moment is the artist's own. The final
speed of the montage and, finally, the emotional
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frorn Lamentations:

A Monument to the
Dead World, Part
The Sublime

II:

Calculation (1985).
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faint image of the film-maker
and his camera reflected off the surface of a
screen behind which a deep space opens onto the

passage shows the

corridor of a Nazi death camp. In supertitles,
"nostalgia" is defined: "the wounds of returning."
Then further titles, the very last of the film,
invoke Nietzsche's myth of the eternal return.
More than a punctuation to the apocalyptic design,
the Nietzsche quotation offers an exit, a vision
beyond history.
Lamentatiozls at first seduces the viewer to that
possibility. If division and disintegration are
fundamental themes in llluminated Texts
Lamentatioms seeks to go back to rediscoirer the
primals of unity and integration. Clearly while the
film was being shot, Elder wanted to do just that,
and he took a romantic quest backwards from one
end of history to another, from Britain to the
primitive pre-Columbian world of Central America,
to meet the eternal return.
Several voice-over characters embark on travels
in order to escape intolerable lives created by the
cold insanity of modern life. The weave of their
voices (and they are never seen, being constructions
of voice and text) folds in and around the distended
progression of the imagery toward not one but
three protracted passages that swell on the
"ecstatic" and the "primitive." These are the
lovemaking sequences that conclude Part One; the
extremely powerful moving camera montage
passage of the Mayan temple ruins of the Yucatan;
and the climactic Indian dance. Each of these long
passages is an occasion for a filmic ecstasis, and the
most incandescent film-making of Elder's career.
Nonetheless, Elder subtitles il A Monument to
the Dead World. Each soaring passage is sharply
ironized, their ecstasies deeply undercut by
mistrust. The lovemaking is accompanied by
passages from Augustine's Confessions sung by a
very Protestant choir and by a long dissection of
Greek erotic poetry carried on by a pedantic voiceover. The classics lesson and the Augustine passages
bracket the release of the body to pleasure and the
lovemaking becomes what a supertitle calls it, "a
platitude."
The Yucatan segment recalls this eroticreligious connection: a woman's voice concludes a
long and miserable sexual memoir and begins an
ambiguous but passionate chant. It expresses her
masochistic desire to lose herself in bondage to her
lover, but it also seems to be a prayer addressed
ritually to the devouring god before whom human
sacrifices were offered in this place. Finally, the

Indian dance should provide the ideal image of
Nietzsche's eternal return. But the montage,
though it dances too, reveals an Indian with a face
painted with the American flag, and tourists are
visible in many shots. Meanwhile, the voice-over
calls for the film to end with just such a'tisionary"
cliche as this. The speaker sounds like some
impossible avant-garde film producer demanding
ecstasy for the film's climax, rather as a
commercial movie mogul might require a happy
ending.
That speaker is the film-maker satirizing
himself. Elder's own interpretation of these
passages is to say that they are simulacra, romantic
myths that exemplify the "unreality of a system."
The ironic undercutting of the film's own ecstatic
imagery comes down to a pathos cruelly denied.
With a long inheritance of romantic and modernist
imagination behind it which Elder elaborately
glosses in the long course of the film, Lamentations
really does insist that the sexual union, the
pre-Columbian temple and the Indian dance are
"holy sites" somehow primal for human
consciousness. But they are also sites from which
the sacred has inexorably withdrawn. A vision can
be conjured only because the artist has reached the
stage of mastery where knowing how to conjure is
his stock-in-trade. His vision, however, is empty
and false. All it points to is a horrifying dilemma:
either the total immersion of nihilistic masochism
offered by "primitive" sexual and "religious"
subjection, or the anguished implosion and
systematic madness the modern world offers in
its prison house of forgotten feeling and ideas.
Lamentatio??.r was preceded bv "A Statement"
published as "The Cinema We Need."l Because
this text had a controversial career in film criticism
before the film was shown, it became detached
f.rom Lamentations. Moreover, in writing a general
attack on narrative forms in film, Elder further
obscured the connection to his film. He argued
that, because its end is always there in its
beginning, narrative is a closed system and, as such,
conforms to the circuitry of technological reason.
The cinema needed would be open in its forms,
and especially open to "things in themselves."
Elder could not claim he has ever made such
films but what he hopes he has made are films that
at least contradict closed systems of representation. Written during the production of
Lamentations, "The Cinema We Need" generated
debate in critical circles, but it was not actually a
piece of film criticism. It should be resarded as
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self-reproach, just asThe

Art of Worldy

is a self-satire. Under the disguise

Wisdom

of critical

rhetoric, Elder speaks confessionally about the -falsehood of Lamentations' 'Journey back" to
origins. The romantic quest is itself a closed form
that expresses will to mastery. As such, it is itself
a great temptation of the "visionary" imagination.
Elder goes on to accuse himself of seduction, of
"attempts to impose . . . by using strong effects,
direct appeals, powerful pathos." These are
exactly the pleasures Lamentattons presses on
the viewer and when the film contradicts them
with irony and mistrusts them as simulacra, it
reproaches itself and demands the deflation of its
own imagination.
But where does that leave Elder and the cycle
The Book of All the Dead? The project he
initiated would seem to have foundered. The
"visionary" inheritance of the avant-garde and the
revised structural cinema that seemed, for almost a
decade, to empower Elder for extraordinary filmmaking has really ended in Elder's elaborate
critique. The aspiration has given birth to,4
Monument to the Dead World
Consolationr was preceded by an essay
unusual f-or Elder, "Thoughts Remade Around
Silence."z Neither criticism nor a statement,
composed in a cadence derived from the later
writing of Heidegger, the text attemps to work its
way through the laments for discoursive forms and
structures that suggest his previous films, toward a
contemplative "letting be." That same attempt
guides Consolations, Elder's most philosophical
film and one that concludes the cycle as another
sort of curve, an asymtote to the cinema we need.
Originally intended to be only two hours, the
work grew into three parts running about 13 hours.
Much of that growth can be attributed to two
causes, the technical decision to use intertitles in
place of super titles, and the desire to sum up The
Booh of All the Dead after Elder decided to
abandon the rest of the planned cycle. This latter
decision takes definite shape in Elder's very
extended performance as Ezra Pound. Distributed
in numerous sections running throughout the film,
these scenes consist of long-takes in which Elder
appears as Pound in make-up and costume against
flattened painted backdrops representing various
periods of the poet's life. Although an amateur
performance, Elder's readings of selections from
the Cantos are dramatic and the effect is weirdly
solipsistic, placing the viewer inside the filmmaker's identification with the poet and yet also

outside any empathy with Elder's extraordinary
arrogation of the role. The open intention of the
performance is ethical: Elder's selections of the
Cantos arc through the film tracing Pound's
movement from the bristling modernism of the
British Vortex period to ranting propaganda of
Italian fascism to the serenity and accepting
brokenness of the poet's last years in the insane
asylum. This intent folds back to the anxiety of
influence apparent in The Art of Worldly Wisdom:
Pound's trajectory is exemplary because his vision
ends in a disaster that finally permits him to see
without a structure, a plan, a new site of origins.
Pound lived the disease of modernity to its
bitterest end and, like the sickness in The Art of
Worldly Wisdom but with far greater depth,
Pound has come through, to a letting be at the
threshold of Heidegger's "unconcealment of
Being."
The Pound passages of Consolations are not so
different in kind from Elder's constant use of
quotations and the montage portions of the film
continue the usage in intertitles and voice-overs.
But the quotations no longer function ironically as
in Lamentations nor do they catch the viewer in
the uncoiling of a structural system, as in
Illuminated Texts. Rather, they are massively
redundant in relation to the imagery and
enormously repetitious among themselves, but
never obviously so in either regard. Although quite
similar in style to its predecessors, Consolations is
not a film of montage collisions, but a film of
subtly woven connections. The redundancies, the
repetitions and the connections proceed under a
contemplative regime that evolves slowly. Indeed,
the whole film very gradually slows down from
the first to the third parts, until the sadly beautiful
exaltation of the last reel. The images are no longer
clustered in rapid camera movement montages but
are usually static takes. IJnemcumbered by titles
and comparatively deliberative in pace, the images
at last allow what Elder has denied viewers since
Sweet Loae Rembered,the time to grasp the image
and a view of his cinematography unobstructed by
supertitles. The themes that run through the
images are at once familiar and reversed. Indian
and Central American dancers now appear in a play
of musement. The structures of the modern
metropolis soar, no longer sinister and no longer
treated as metonymies of the modern, but
enigmatic, almost abstract shapes under the sky
and brightly reflecting the sun. The nude body
is shot, most often in extreme close-up, not linked
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inaccessible world of the past. Faith is long dead
to the landscape as an image of edenic unity, but
for llluminated Texts and Elder laments the
gazed at for its own beauty. The shots of
"withdrawal of the sacred" to emphasize the
landscapes and seascapes and the footage from
extreme disappointment that the sites of the
a NASA deep-space probe are allowed to stand
holy in Larnentations are empty simulacra. In
alone and contemplated as images.
Consolations, these sites do not suddenly fill up
All this suggests that Elder has abandoned
again but, rather, the film arrives very slowly at an
structure. If one means by structure llluminated
r.rnconcealment, an idea as indefinite as it is
Texts' and Lamentations'narrative, this is true.
permeated with quiet expectation. But perhaps the
Consolations loosens itself from the structured
crucial texts come from Simone Weil, who
trajectory and the struggle to get back to origins,
the inherited forms of "visionary cinema" in which managed in her life and in her theological writings
to suggest what a modern saint might be, in the
the rest of The Book of All the Dead is so
aftermath of the death of rcligion. For Weil the
reflexively engaged. Moreover, here Elder seeks
principle virtue is i'attention" and Ccnsolations
no comparable structure and Consolations ishis
works with a grave rigor (though interruPted by
own release from his inheritance (although the
episodes of boisterous humor) to find an
Pound performance, and several comic episodes
equivalent in cinema for that virtue. Underintentionally unmask him as still insanely furious
as any of the damaged moderns on their frantic and standing "attention" to be a work of sensibility
not an act of the will Elder seeks to induce a
ill-fated quests through Lamentations). Yet, in a
meditative quiet in the viewer so that the labor
series of acted episodes excerpted from Oliver
Sacks' The Man Who Mistook His Wife .for a Hat,
of the film, and of watching it, can become a
his unseen patient, a prototypical modern suffering letting go. The boisterous scenes, and the
from a moment-to-moment amnesia, comes to the
rollicking pixillated travel montages serve as a
edge of cure.
release even from that quiet work, as well as
Much of Consolatiorzs constitutes a revisitation
reminding the viewer, and doubtless the artist,
to other points in the cycle. For example, the
that the state intended, an "openess to Being,"
does not come naturally to anyone, particularly in
Holocaust survivor, who tells her story in
volce-overs
running
whole
of
fragmentary
the
span
the cinema, but should be the most natural thing
film,
experiences
a
gentle
in
the
in the world.
transfiguration
the
Consolations is hardly a triumphant film. In
film, the answer to the terminal prayer, "Is it far?"
Elder
fact,
it carefully refuses the aesthetic heroisrn that
However,
solicits
the
llluminated
Texts.
in
makes triumphant works possible. In glossing the
memories of the whole cycle in more delicate ways
romantics'observations on Dante and Milton, one
than to compare episodes, notice changes in style
of the intertitles recalls that in the West, evil is
and the abandonment of structures. Consolations
evolvesfrom the despair of Part One, again evoking dramatic and exciting and the good'always seem
rather dull. Avant-garde cinema is often made in
modern history, to philosophical meditation in
anger and sometimes in despair, but not always. As
Part Two, where the images are intertwined with
several major films by Snow, the older Brakhage
texts that bring philosophers (especially Heidegger
and by Ernie Gehr show, the possibilities of
and Spinoza) into a remarkably sweet exchange
contemplative film-making are rich and these at
across the centuries on the topics of being, its
point to a cinema we need. Elder has been
least
in
emotions
appearance
consciousness, the
and
portions
Elder
in
the
earlier
of
thinking.
tends,
the
unstinting in fury and in the precision in which he
cycle, to use quotations to get at the symptoms of
has made devastating films like llluminated Texts.
modern torment. But in this film, the title,
Much of The Book of All the Dead film cycle is
Consolations, properly invokes Boethius' Zhe
loud and very dramatic about suffering, cruelty
Consolations of Philosophy withottt a trace of
and anguish, consisting of films made by a young
artist in his thirties full of outrage, spiky energies
sarcasm.
The third section, quietly slips from
and, from The Art of Worldly Wisdom, through
Lamentations, also full of the inherited romantic
philosophy into philosophical theology. Several
heroism of experimental film.
critics have noted with dismay Elder's interest in
religion, although neither llluminated Texts nor
Consolations manifests a wiser wish for that
Lamentatiorzs could ever be said to entertain
inflamed young artist to disappear, as it were into
religious beliefs, which are only part of the dead,
The Book of All the Dead itself as if its completion
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could perform the rites of death and birth. The
wish has yielded a human fiction, a different
aspiration than that with which Elder began.
Consolations is not about some paradise regainedfor it is not actually a religious film. Nor does it
entirely abandon the truth that once, the West still
imagines, the fugitive gods spoke to men-for it is
not irreligious. Instead, Consolationr moves toward
a philosophically inflected suspension, arriving on
the border of Weil's virtue of attention. For
achieving that suspension, and for the quiet
courage to go slowly-to be so very long and
intricate-the film is a perfect conclusion to the

unfinished cycle. Elder does not achieve even his
fictional wish in Consolations of disappearing into
his cycle but he has succeeded in closing a circle
between an avant-garde of violent spectacle and a
cinema we need with a film that glimpses an
opening at its center.
BART TESTA

1.
2.

'iThe Cinema We Need," Canadian Forum, Vol. 64,
No. 764 (February, 1984),p.23-25.
"Thoughts Remade Around Silence," Descant 50,
VoI. 16, No. 30 (Fall 1985), p. 167-178.

Bruce Elder in the role of Ezra Pound from Consolati.ons (Looe is an

Art of Time) (1988).

STATE/INTENDED:
SOME REFLECTIONS PARALLEL TO THE BOOK OF ALL THE DEAD
There is need of deep and saving
counsel, like a diver's, descending
to the depth, with keen eye,
and not too much perturbed.

Aeschylus: The SuPPliants

Ours is a time that has experienced the
darkening of the world, a spiritual decline that
results from our having broken with both the
earthly and the divine, i. e. with what is below and
what is above us. The gods have deserted us, and
we humans are in the process of being transformed
from creatures of flesh into objects of metal. In
our time, a gruesome hatred of everything creative
has become so strong and all pervasive that the
worst affliction that can befall a person in these
times is to have an original idea. (The same hatred
is expressed in modern culture's abhorrence of
the feminine.) Existence has Iost its vertical
dimension, and experience has been flattened out

l

l

into a single plane.

I
i

Ours is a Faustian age-Faustian in the original
understanding of that myth-for it is an age that
embraces the preposterous belief that anything
that can be known is worth knowing. Our learning
is not edification but indiscretion. Whenever a new
pathway opens, our scholars explore it, even if it
leads to the devastating understanding unlocked
at Los Alamos. But our unrestrained curiosity is
simply the most obvious (albeit generally
unrecognized) sympton of our spiritual tedium.
We pay a high price when the mind's demand
for knowledge is not curbed by moral vigilance.
The gift of reason, like the gift of love, required
jealous guarding; as has become painfully obvious,
like love, it too can lead to corruption and sin. For
reason, just as much as curiosity, can succumb to
temptation, can be corrupted and can even, when
sufficiently goaded by curiosity and unrestrained
by wisdom, become complicitous with evil. It has
indeed come to pass, as Pascal predicted at the
beginning of the scientific revolution that it would,
that reason has become corrupted with its own

corruption.
We of today are the last men of our civilization
foretold by Nietzsche, for what has, until recently,
been the dynamic agent of Western civilization has
come down to us in a depleted, weakened, terminal
form. Long ago, Plato identifed reason with virtue
and virtue with happiness; in his view, truth-

seeking was a virtue. But Plato understood reason

the faculty which enabled humans to apprehend
that the essence of anything
was bound up with the purpose for which it exists.
Thus reason, according to the classical understanding of that faculty, allowed humans to know
what purpose a thins was fitted to serve. However,
thinkers such as Bacon and others who were
instrumental in establishing the fundamental
beliefs of the modern era disconnected reason from
teleology. They advanced the reductive belief that
only the patterns of occurrences amongst things are
discernible by reason and not the ends which are
served by things being as they are. There arose
from this the dogma of modern science that both
human and non-human nature can be completely
understood without employing the concept of
final cause or end. The result of this dogma is that
the relation of the parts of the totality of
existence to the whole (which, after all, is the
expression of the goal to which all things tend)
has disappeared into obscurity. We moderns fail
to apprchend the essential relationship between
reason and the summum bonum and lacking
knowledge of that relationship, we have become
disturbed in our passions and anpetites. Reason, in
the form of the ensemble of techniques for the
mastering of nature has become parasitic,
egotistical, destructive and blindly ungrateful to
its Source.
We are now reaping the grim harvest that was
planted when the philosophers of the Ages of
Reason and of the Enlightenment advanced the
blasphemous idea that human reason existed in a
state of pre-established harmony with Divine
Intelligence and coqrsequently, that the more
humans know, the better they know God. This
teaching closed us off from the peace that passes
understanding. The radical theology of the
Enlightenment put us in the hands of the devil who
has lured us with "truths" that are utterly at odds
with our own nature and the nature of the world.
We did his bidding and became guilty of moral
offenses against the Order of Things, and this
as

essences and believed
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has happened primarily because we lack the
understanding that there is knowledge that we
should not possess. The mind has broken its ties
with the soul as we have emphasized unduly the
value of knowledge and have pursued the quest for
any knowledge regardless of that knowledge's
effects within the totality of human nature. In
losing contact with the Whole, we have become
divided against ourselves, as reason and passion vie
against each other for power and aggrandizement,
without even a trace of saving love. We have
beome accursed as our passions struggle with our

reason for pride of place.
Because we have forsaken knowledge of the
Whole, we have come to understand reality only as
heterogeneous fragments that, to practical reason,
seem utterly incommensurate. We have lost what
only love can disclose: the unity of reality, its

coherence, its enduringness, the constancy of its
structure-in short, its eternal order. We know
only the practical and the accessible for we have
turned away from the Mystery. In our hearts and
minds we have reduced teality from a Mystery in
which we are overwhelmingly involved to a
problem that we can master. Indeed, we have
reduced existence itself to a concept. Our souls
have been taken over by the practicalities of the
machine and our panic helplessness has driven us
to taking shelter in superior human intelligence.
Our spiritual blindness has hidden from us the fact
many of the so-called Great Men-Plato, Aristotle,
Descartes, Spinoza, Newton, even Hegel-are the
grave-diggers of Western history. The technical

frenzy that characterizes the modus aiaendi of
present-day humanity has made us forgetful of the
spiritual strength of the earth. The darkening of
the world, the flight of the gods, the transformation
of humans from flesh to rhetal, the spread of the
hatred of fertility and creativity are all processes
that have gone so far that they sometimes seem
irreversible. They have proceeded so far that we no
longer even remember what we lost in forsaking our
humanity, and are unable to gauge how far we have
declined. We have shut ourselves off from the light
and darkness has entered our souls. Oyr most
valued form of thinking has declined from prayer
to analysis, and analysis presumes what is falsethat we stand outside of reality. It denies that we
are immersed in reality and in denying our
participation in Being, it is one of the causes of our
spiritual malaise. We have been deformed by
closing ourselves off from the Divine in existence.
The modern world as it has been established in

the images of scientism is a structure, a closed and
finite circle that, being finite, promises an end to
History. But as Nietzsche knew, the end of History
has been transformed by a relentlessly swelling
nihilism into the death of God and the Odyssey of
"the last men." Reason has become a victim of its
own effulgent power. Faust's determination is no
longer the price he has paid for selling his soul in
exchange for the promise of success in his search
for truth. The modern Faust, being an objective
searcher after truth, has concluded that he
certainly struck an excellent bargain since he
lacked a soul in the first place. But the devil has not
been cheated: soon the modern Faust will discover
that he has been in Hell all along, without even
knowing it-a dull Inferno that lacks any meaning
to a person who does not even recognize, as
moderns do not, the significance of the terms,
"damnation" and "salvation. "
Upon the base of these ideas, the sections of
The Book of All the Dead up to the conclusion of
Illuminated Texts were made. The turning point in
the cycle is Lamentations: A Monument to the
Dead World, for in this part, the pain of
disconnection from what truly is and the anguish
of resentment at the absence of Being rises to an
apogee. But such damnation is surely the failure of
human being to meet its destiny in the integrity of
Being; it is the agony of a creature that has
lost in a grim singularity and incapable of heeding
the intimations of deprival just as much as he/she is
debarred from any contact, within the fleeting
span of his/her perishable existencen with what is
sure, serene, and uncorruptible. Lamentations is
the product of an effort toward salvation, for it
depicts ajourney intended to carry us back to the
origins of North American civilization and to
re-establish the broken relationships with things
that are.
In fact, Lamentations describes the journey
prescribed by the Romantics. If history had begun
with humankind in communion with nature, in its
course, we have become separated from nature.
Through the course of history, we have gone from
integration through spiritual crisis to alienation.
Now another spiritual crisis promises to effect a
redemptive reintegration with the cosmos and our
own possibilities, for through this crisis, our origin
has fallen iirto our future from whence it calls us to
return to our possible greatness.
However, the Greeks had already offered us a
great truth: ta .. megala panta episphale.. All that
is great lies within troubles. The journey turned
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out to be a journey into despair. It is impossible
for a modern to grasp the origin in its originary
state, just as it is impossible for a modern to
remember the primal meaning of an ancient temple
or the rituals of so-called primitive people. The
sacred has been rendered profane, the.real has been
converted into simulacra. My hopes were
consequently torn apart on the rack of time and
history as the iourney turned out to be mere
errancy, progressing from one place to another,
from one thing to another, but not toward Being.
Furthermore, in makin g Lamentations, I
sought after an experience so primal that it could
be a means of conversion. (For this reason, the film
presented several historical figures who underwent
metanoia: Newton, Palestrina and Liszt.) But this
search, too, was in vain. No single experience can
turn people from ways of error-experience can
only initiate the conversion process by supplying
intimations of a fecund reality that our form of
living has closed off.
Despite these failures of its project,
Lamentatiozls did teach important truths. For
when the flight within the world of things leads to
nowhere, it carries us beyond the world. The
journey led into the desert, and in the desert, one
enters the solitude in which he/she can hear the
subtle voice of the spirit. In the desert, one
discovers that the errancy of moving from place to
place, from thing to thing, is truly a needful
wandering and that the need which wandering
expresses belongs to our essence. Consequently,
attention to ourselves in the course of our
wandering constitutes an opening which allows us
to be.
Moreover, Being is perpetually in
transformation, perpetually "beyond itself and
toward a goal." Hence, by virtue of its needfulness,
wandering can teach us about the inner nature of
Being. Seeking without for a truth that could serve
as a redemptive insight, I discovered instead a
truth we ourselves are within. The quest was
animated by a restless heart that did not become
quiet until it reached beyond everything that is
toward that which is beyond beings..
I arrived at these insights through the searingly
painful recognition that to be born a modern does
not simply mean to be born into a time of need, it
means to belong to such a time. That is, I came to
recognize that fateful destiny of time and to
recognize that ours is a time of deprival and lack.
But to speak of deprival, of lack or of need is to
speak not only of what is absent but also of what

might salutarily supervene. The anguish that
thoughtful people feel of our time is a means of
rising above the tranquillizing but deceptive selfassurance in which the mass of people live out their
impoverished, fallen lives. It opens us to the
knowledge from which the last men have closed
themselves off, the knowledge that we are never at
home in the world of things and that we rest only
in Being.
Seen in this way, the anguish that thoughtful
peopie of our time feel is essentially an acute form
of feeling that Homer narrativized in The Odyssey
-that is, nostalgia which, according to the meaning
of the original Greek is the pain of returning home
(nostos: return home; algos: pain). The anguish of
our time is a call to go back, to return to some
more primal, more immediate, perhaps less
articulate but certainly more genuine state-a
vocation issued by the Ground of Being
summonsing us to return to the destiny It sets
forth for us. But this call comes from afar, and
calls us to an Afar, from the Beyond-being which is
also the Unmanifest. For this call, which can speak
only through anguish and to anguish, is the
Unmanifest's form of self-disclosure inasmuch as
the Unmanifest discloses itself in the form of
absence which always provokes anguish.
Only in foundering can the call of the Absent
One be heard. Hence this anguish, too, can be
understood as an opening, for it serves to make us
ready to hear the call from the Ground and to
prepare us for the presencing of Unpresented. Our
anguished foundering can disclose what reason
cannot: it can disclose the Divine 's anguished love
for beings. The idea that the Omnipotent should be
required to undergo anguish is repugnant to reason,
but it can be disclosed by our anguish because our
anguish resembles Its anguish.
History, to be sure, teaches us that those wh<r
wait in despair are very close to salvation and that
anguish itself is very close to insight. A turning
point in t\e making of The Book of All the Dead
was the recognition that reason is the adversary of
thought. It wps this that really allowed me to begin
thinking. The fate of the modern, technological era
involves the degradation of the external world by
reducing it to the empty and unsubstantial nothing
of mathematical abstractions. But even this
dcgradation creates an opening for a new creation.
Ahead oI us there lies an opening-an emptiness
that harbors possibilities and is pregnant with the
promise of new world-founding acts.
Experiencing the difficulties which are set
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forth in Lamentations, those involved in the
atternpt to reconnect with a more primal reality
(and which make it ontologically impossible to
succeed in that endeavor) taught me another great
truth, the need to protect the truth of the past.
For the destitution which characterizes our
present arises within our orientation toward the
future. Our being has become almost entirely
being-toward-the-future. In order to transform
ourselves, we must open ourselves to the revelation
that the past lingers within the present and that the
present bears the germ of the future. This demands
patience, for only patience can disclose the
Mystery by which Being becomes time. Patience
teaches us to linger in the gift of the abiding
present and to allow things to emerge into the
lighted clearing of radiant appearing. It teaches us
to cease manipulating things and to turn from
willing to waiting. In giving oneself over to mild
patience, one becomes attuned to the still, silent
other side of the world. But this mild patience
must be tempered by a resolute rigor for it is
certainly very hard to hear this still voice.
In the wake of the revelations which came in
the making of Lamentations,I proceeded to
Consolations (Loae is an Art of Time).
Consolations is in three parts. The first part,
entitled The Fugitiue Gods, depicts the awakening
of the memory of the departed gods (or of the
revitalizing of our dimmed sense of the sacred) by
experiencing intimations of deprival. The second
part, The Lighted Clearing, is a long meditation on
the gift of things. Part three, The Body und the
World is a.celebration of the creativity of the
relationship of self to other.
The subtitle of the works points toward the
fact that Consolations is fundamentally about love.
For, though our thinking moves amongst the nets
of analytic and calculative reasoning, it does not
really rest there. The Real can be disclosed by love
as it cannot be by reason and by love we can be
caught and held but by reason, never. For what
love discloses is a fullness that cannot be contained
within any conceptual limits. Whatever can be
properly attributed to this Fullness can also be
properly denied it, for this Fullness is the Beyond
of all finite manifestations which emerge from it.
It is utterly transcendent and this transcendence is
never reduced by any being's emerging from It.
True thinking dwells within an originative
unveiling which brings those beings which come to
pass to light for the first time. Such thinking
involves a sacrifice for it rises above the things that

are in order to allow what is Wholly Other than
what is to be revealed. In thinking the Thought,

the thinker sacrifices him/herself to and for
originative and essential thinking itself, for we do
not think this thought-It thinks in us.
The sacrifice that the true thinker makes is also
an implicit thanking, for it expresses the grace that
human beings have in a nature that allows human
beings to be, in their relations with things, the
trustee of the power through which the things that
come to pass are made present. For the original
and essential thinking of human being is an echo of
the Being through which the advent of what comes
to pass takes place. It is a reflection (an echo)
within the human being of the Word of Being
through which occurs the presenting of beings.
But the sacrifice itself is wordless, as it is a
form of devotion that unveils the illuminative
Word that shines within the being of whatever is.
Yet in this sacrifice, human being gives thanks that
the presencing power of the Word is reflected into
human words, that the Word finds a home in our
common languages. Within the splendid and
effulgent poverty of the sacrifice, the treasure of
the incarnation of Being appears inasmuch as
through the sacrifice of beings-that-are, the favor
Being is bestowed on human being. In essential
thinking, we give thanks for the grace whereby
the light of Word illuminates words and brings
things out of obscurity into the presence of
disclosure.
We'who are slow and long deliberating are
gradually learning to persevere'in the face of the
continuing failure of the gods to appear. ("Why is
Consolations so long?" the voice of the mass-speak
asks. This is the all-too-obvious answer.) We live in
the hope of turning every glance into that Light of
Heaven by virtue of which things are disclosed
into appearance and every sound into the Word
that calls forth to the Hidden.
But beyond the Light there is Darkness;
beyond the Known, there is the Obscure; beyond
the totality of everything that is, there is Nothing.
And every coming-into-appearance is concealing of
this Other-the mysterious the awful Always-More
and Always-Hidden which appears only by
dissimulation, that is by hi{ing or concealing Itself
in disclosing things. Still, whatever is, is a
revelatory not6 from the Unknorqn gleaned from
the appearance of what is known. The Bright of
the seen and the heard manifests itself in unison
with the Dark of the Unseen and the Unheard. The
Gods surprise us in their proximity to what
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surrounds us. The Dark, in all its Vastness, is very
near to what is right at hand. We learn how closely
linked together are beings and Nothingness,
freedom and necessity, simulacra and the Real. Nor
are the practical and the mysterious two separate
things.
The analytic and calculative reasoning of
scientism has dulled the clarity of the awe we can
feel at the gift of things. The failure to make the
sacrifice involved in rising above beings and
discovering, in the anguish and dread provoked by
sacrifice, that we have been abandoned and
forsaken, closes us off from Nothing, from the
Unmanifested Essence which is that from which
whatever comes to pass arisesl it is only in
sacrificing beings that we can discover the
Unfathomable Vastness that transcends the things

of the world.
The sacrifice involved in originative thinking
discloses the Whole that gives us what is sacrificed
in the first place. Therefore, the sacrificial offering
only returns to the Unmanifest something that it
had bestowed upon human being as a gift, just as
words return to the Word in their own silent selfsacrifice. The sacrificial act, however, also teaches
us that these gifts are not needed and that only the
Originary Nothing needs to be cherished and
protected. It is in this knowledge that the artist
offers him/herself as a sacrifice to Creation. As
Coleridge remarked in Biographia Literaria: "The
primary imagination I hold to be the living
Power and prime Agent of all human Perceptions,
am as a repetition in the finite mind of the
eternal act of creation in the infinite I AM."
Like all sacrifice, the sacrifice of things is, above
all else, a self-sacrifice, the goal of which is to
make human being identical with divine Being.
This sacrifice is demanded. It is demanded by
the awesomeness of the Presence we confront in
deepest silence and by its transcendent majesty.
This sacrifice, because it is an opening to the
Transcendent, is the source of all moral and
spiritual regeneration, for it reveals an immensity
of the tseyond that makes us aware that we are not
our own. Through the act of sacrificing beings, we
are brought to the Nothing which is beyond beings
and that confrontation makes us aware that we
chose neither to come into being nor to pass from
being. That the temporal span of being is consigned
to us by an Other is our surest proof that we
belong to It.
The love of Being fostered by the renunciation
of beings and by submission to the Wholly Other

discloses the secret of the Imperishable, for it
makes us aware that nothing ever disappears, that
the past is retained in the present since it is

embodied in words. Contemplative love reveals
the abiding presence of the Word within words.
Loving submission reveals that reality is not an
assemblage of things-it is a stream in which
possibility and actuality are mingled. Being is not
an object, external and inert, to be known by a
look. It is a life to be lived and known and
cherished in one's commitment. Being is the home
of faith and faith is the being of spirit. Love, not

intellect, is the only appropriate medium of
knowledge when what is apprehended is the
loveliness and loveworthiness of what is loved. And
this form of knowledge makes apparent that
values are simple facts. The reality of participation
in Being goes far beyond reason. Love is the

medium through which the Unmanifest shines and
becomes radiant. But pain, insecurity, anguish and
doubt are too apart of this love for they are proofs

of the Unknown.
Even within the degraded world of modern
technology a light gleams out, for art brings forth
truth in its radiant splendor. In a work of art,
divine Being is introduced to human beings. Artworks thus create a dialogue between di.vine and
human destiny. But when we take an analytic
attitude toward works of art (or when we
consider an artwork as just one more object
amongst other objects) and fail to take them into
our inwardness, then the gods depart. My primary
purpose in making The Book of All the Dead has
been to create a form which might encourage
those who see it to open themselves up so that the
coming-to-presence of the work itself and,
ultimately, of beings, can be profoundly
experienced. If I succeed, then I will also succeed
in helping the gods return to their home which is
also our resting place.
The coming-to-be of work that is truly a work
of art entails the sweeping away of everything that
is and the founding of a new world. In this
founding, a work of art not only reveals the power
by which beings come to be, it also displays the
Word's illumination of words, the saying of which;
in a work of art, brings forth the world.
Accordingly, in Consolations (Loue is an Art of
Time),I have tried to create a fresh language for a
new series of experiences through which appear
what has hitherto not been displayed and a
distinctive speech that is worthy of the Mystery of
which this language speaks.

l8
Only art displays language speaking itself.
Scientific inquiry into language simply turns
language into another object and (as a decade and a
half of the tediurn of semiotic studies attests to)
does not reveal tl-re power of language. But in
displaying language speaking itself, works of art
acquire the force of the Numinous. Artworks
reveal that language exists in order that we might
undergo an experience through it-the experience
of the presencing of the Numinous in and through
langdage. It is only in the work of art that this
great truth is revealed-that language is concerned
only with itself and speaks in order to say nothing
but its own saying.
But the dereliction of the present age, the age
of the world's darkening, has left us homeless. In
the time of the ancients, language had constituted
such a dwelling place by simultaneously erecting
and embodying a world in which things could
abide. But the saying of words no longer erects a
world; the degeneration of language into names
has entailed that all that is created in speaking is
an assemblage of things and events. Thus it is that
Lamentutions, as a piece which reflects upon the
destitution of our age, conveyed a sense of coming

too late, after the gods had flown. Consolations,
on the other hand, as a piece which endeavors to
hold forth redemptive possibilities, proceeds to the
recognition that though the gods have departed
from our time, they are still living, thoueh over our
heads and in a different world. lnConsokttions,I
offer a few humble attempts at forging a language
that can call to that world and bring it a little
closer to our own, a language that can speak not
only of the gods that have flown but also of the
gods that are approaching. Consokttions is given
over to the effort of remembering the most
elemental words and to pronouncing them in order
to restore the home of the fugitive gods. In
displaying the illuminative power of the Words,
Consolations places what is within the dimension
of greatest reality, the dimension of the pure act of
illumination itself, which transcends what is and
which abides unchanging. Consolations'
pronouncements re-member the Holy. They
manifest that which does not change through the
flow of years. And that as Kant saw years ago, is
Time itself. Love is an art of Time.

.
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Frame Englargement ftom Lamentations: A Monument to the Dead World,PartI: The Dream
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LOOK! WE HAVE COME THROUGH!
1978, 16mm, sound, 12 min.
On one level, the film is an exploration of the relation
between film and dance. During the course of this film,
the original choreographic work is transformed by using
purely cinematic strategies. On another level, the film is
autobiographical. The cinematic transformations which
the dance undergoes parallel my struggles to regain my
health after a lengthy illness.

BREATH/LIGHT/BIRTH
1975, 16mm, b&w, sound, 6 min.
Video transformations of documentary footage of a woman
giving birth, assisted by members of a religious commune.
Isolation confronts the communal,. the gruesome confronts
the holy, in the most mysterious of events.
SHE IS AWAY

1975, l6mm, color, sound, l3 min.
The film's projected time is the basic material of this film
and is wrought into a simple form which, by its radically
reductionist structure, transforms the material of the
dramatic form into a ton€ poem of waiting and anticipation.
PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS
1976, 16mm, sound, 8 min.
Aleatory procedures are used to create movement at the
points of fusion of the still images of which the film is
constituted. For this reason, all movements within the film
.are completely reversible. This reversibility is extended into
the film's overall structure, as the film is formed into a loop
-a closed container for the film's chance elements. Such a
structure, I believe, results in the complete elimination of all
vestiges of drama from the film. Hence, this film is a
companion piece to She i.s Away,

THE ART OF WORLDLY WISDOM
1979, 16mm, color, sound, 55 min.
Composition from journals kept 1976-78; moving Kodak
snapshots taken during travels abroad and while at work
back home, random glimpses of sites seen and persons
visited, fragments of afternoon reveries and night dream
visions with garrulous non-stop descriptions of educationin family, at school, while ill-trying to make sense of it all.
"The dark wood encountered in the middle of life's -.

journey" (Dante)

This is the composition of material from my ongoing film
diaries.
TRACE
1980, 16mm, color, sound, I min.
The memory of a nearly perfect evening.
SWEET LOVE REMEMBERED

1980, l6mm, color, sound, l4 min.
Partly inspired by remarks, both very dear to me, one
made by Freud, "Eros nowhere makes its intentions more
clear than in the desire to make two things one," and one

by Nietzsche, "What must theie people

have suffered to

have become this beautiful,"

BARBARA IS A VISION OF LOVELINESS
1976, 16mm, b&w, sound,8 min.
A purely cinematic choreography is created by the optical

The music was created on a homebrew synthesizer and

computer,

manipulation of tone, shape, line and movement,

UNREMITTING TENDERNESS
1976, 16mm, color, sound, 13 min.

A simple and traditional choreographic sequence is resolved
into its basic operations in shooting; the resulting fragments
are transformed in printing and processing and then
rearranged in a variety of ways to create a series of
choreographic events, all of which are composed of the
same basic

material.

1857 (FOOL'S GOLD)
1981, 16mm, color, sound, 25 min.
Four types of visual forms appear in this film:

photographed scenes, written texts, mathematical symbols
and numerals. The course of the film is charted by
the transformations which these images undergo. The film
has a narrative form, but one that is developed purely in
terms of the manipulation of the color characteristics of
the images.
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Part I:THE DREAM OF THE LAST HISTORIAN,4 hours
Like Ezekiel's vision in the valley of dry bones, a typos
of a new beginning. In among all the feelings of loss
and deprivation occur intimations of the final culbute
generale, of the dissolution of time, of a now that

ILLUMINATED TEXTS
1982, 16mm, color, sound, 180 min.
". . . presents itself as a great debate between nature and
technology, unity and dissolution, the divine and the
demonic, an irrecoverable past and the terrible velocity of
time. Following on Elder's previous films, the autobiographical Art of Worldly Wisdom and the structural essay
in history, 1857 (Fool's Gold),Illuminated. Texts reenacts . . . both the task of constructing a self and the
progressiorlof historical agony. "

-Bart Testa,

vanishes between the no longer and the not yet.

Part II: THE SUBLIME CALCULATION,4 hours
The antitype. Toward origins. Finding the beginning

in the end. In the end-in that tremendous Bulgate
phrase ludens in orbe terrarum-

Canadian Images

LAMENTATIONS: A MONUMENT TO THE DEAD WORLD

CoNSoLATTONS (LOVE rS AN ART Or TrME)
1988, 16mm, color, sound, 14 hours
Co-Maker: Alexa-Frances Shaw
Part I: THE FUGITIVE GODS, 4Yz}ro:urs
Part II: THE LIGHTED CLEARING,4% hours
Part III: THE BODY AND THE WORLD, 4lzhours

1985, 16mm, color, sound, 8 hours

"How doth the city sit solitary,
That was full of people!
How is she become as a widow!
She that was great among the nations

UNCOMPLETED PROJECTS:

"Behold, Oh Lord; for I am in distress:
'My bowels are troubled;
Mine heart is turned within me;

THE EVER EXPANDING CENTRE
EXULTATIONS (IN LIGHT OF THE GREAT GIVING)
MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, SEA AND SKY
IN AN ENGLISH COUNTRY GARDEN
THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY AND THE
LIFE EVERLASTING

For I have grievously rebelled;
Abroad the sword bereaveth,
At home, there is death."

RRUCE ELDER FILMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM:
Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre
67 A Portland Street
Toronto, Ontario M5V 2M9
(416) 5e3-1808

Canlo., Cinema
2326 Third Street, Suite 338
San Francisco, CA 94107
(4r5) 626-2255
Bruce Elder
300 St. Clair Avenue W.

Toronto, Ontario M4V

1S4

(416) s21-5970
Film-Makers' Cooperative
175 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10016
(212) 889-3820
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